




NITV Nepal Limited is a leading company
that has made a name for itself in the
software development, consulting, and
system integration industries. Their
commitment to excellence is evident in
their ISO 9001:2015 certification, which
recognizes their high standards and
dedication to quality service.

The company has a team of 135 skilled
and dedicated professionals who are
passionate about delivering client-centric
services that give their customers a
competitive edge. They take great care in
choosing their clients and work diligently
to understand their needs and goals.
Their impressive portfolio and results are
a reflection of their quality work and
experience.

NITV Nepal Limited is constantly striving
for excellence, conducting research and 

NITV NEPAL LIMITED

development, and adopting the latest
technologies to provide their clients
with the best possible service. They have
a global team of experienced
professionals who work together to offer
carrier grade solutions for the rapidly
evolving Telecom, Broadband, FinTech,
Cable & Broadcast Industry. They aim to
differentiate themselves in the 5G era by
providing next  generation
communication and media experiences
that exceed their clients' expectations.

NITV Nepal Limited is committed to
using innovative web and mobile
technologies to help businesses achieve
their goals. They work collaboratively
with clients to develop customized
solutions and make a positive impact in
software development, consulting, and
system integration industries.

ISO 9001:2015 Certified Software Development Company
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What are the key qualities and skills
that make a QA engineer successful in
today's scenario?
The key qualities and skills that make a QA
engineer successful in the software
industry today include strong analytical
and problem-solving abilities, attention to
detail, excellent communication skills,
proficiency in various testing techniques
and tools, adaptability to changing
technologies, and a solid understanding of
the software development lifecycle.

What strategies can QA engineers use
to ensure thorough test coverage and
minimize software defects?
QA engineers can employ several strategies
to ensure thorough test coverage and
minimize software defects. This includes
conducting comprehensive test planning
and analysis, implementing various testing
types (such as unit, integration, functional,
and regression testing), using automation
testing tools where applicable, conducting
thorough bug reporting and tracking, and
continuously learning and improving
testing processes based on feedback and
metrics.

What emerging trends and technologies
should QA engineers be aware of in the
QA field?
To stay competitive, QA engineers should
stay updated on emerging trends and
technologies in the QA field. This includes
learning about advancements in test
automation frameworks and tools, exploring
agile and DevOps methodologies,
understanding the impact of artificial
intelligence and machine learning in testing,
and staying informed about industry best
practices and evolving quality standards.

What are the major challenges QA
engineers face in maintaining software
quality, and what are some best
practices to overcome them?
QA engineers encounter challenges in
maintaining software quality, such as tight
release timelines, limited resources, complex
system integrations, and evolving user
expectations. To address these challenges,
QA engineers can prioritize critical testing
areas, utilize risk-based testing approaches,
advocate for sufficient testing resources and
time, engage in continuous learning and
professional development, and promote a
culture of quality and collaboration within
the organization.

QUESTIONS WITH EXPERTISE



INCORPORATE OUR EKYC
SOLUTION TO YOUR SYSTEM

 
 

ABOUT EKYC SYSTEM
The EKYC system is specifically designed to
streamline the online customer onboarding
process within the Remittance system. Its
primary objective is to facilitate the digital
verification of customers' identity
information and address, allowing them to
establish their identity online through the
application. The EKYC module incorporates
multiple steps to ensure the authenticity of
the customer's identity and is currently
tailored for Japan-based cards such as
Residence cards, Driving licenses, and
MyNumber cards.

To initiate the process, customers are
required to submit their identification
documents, which may include the My
Number Card (MNC), Driving License (DC),
or Residence Card (RC) for foreigners
residing in Japan. Additionally, a profile
image is necessary for further verification.
The system also employs liveness detection
technology to confirm that the individual
submitting the information is genuinely the
person they claim to be.
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By harnessing digital technologies, the
EKYC module offers several advantages
compared to traditional methods. Firstly, it
expedites the identity verification process,
significantly reducing the time required to
complete the onboarding process.
Furthermore, it eliminates the reliance on
paper-based verification, thereby
minimizing the risk of document loss or
mishandling of information.

The EKYC module is accessible through
Android and iOS devices, ensuring
convenience and flexibility for customers. It
operates 24/7, allowing users to apply for
EKYC at any time, making it a convenient
solution for individuals with busy
schedules.

Once a customer's EKYC is successfully
verified and authenticated, they gain
access to a range of online services,
including digital transactions and digital
payment services. This enhanced
functionality improves the overall customer
experience and empowers users to engage
in seamless and secure online transactions.
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